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a b s t r a c t

The common active noise control (ANC) algorithm, namely the filtered-x least mean square (FxLMS) algo-
rithm, becomes unstable for the non-Gaussian impulsive noise. This is because the typical FxLMS algo-
rithm is based on the minimization of variance of the error signal (the second order moment in L2

space), which does not exist for the non-Gaussian impulsive noise. In this study, a family of threshold
based algorithms is proposed by minimizing several robust objective error functions as well as threshold-
ing the reference signal to further refine the robustness of the ANC system for impulsive noise. The pro-
posed algorithms are also expected to generalize the existing adaptive algorithms for impulsive noise
control. These robust error functions are typically represented by (1) robust space vectors: Lp and Log
space; and (2) re-descending M-estimators: Huber, Fair and Hampel threshold functions. The threshold
parameters in the reference signal and those M-estimators can be determined by using online and/or off-
line statistical estimation approaches. Numerical simulations are carried out to verify the performance of
proposed algorithms by using synthesized impulsive noise following symmetric a-stable ðSaSÞ dis-
tribution. Results show the improved robustness and convergence performance of the proposed algo-
rithms for ANC of impulsive noises as compared to the conventional algorithms.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Active noise control (ANC) is based on the principle of linear
wave superposition through the generation of a controllable sec-
ondary sound, which is normally realized by using adaptive filter
as a controller [1]. The adaptive filter is commonly adapted by
the filtered-x least mean square (FxLMS) algorithm, which gener-
ally assumes that the reference signal is following a Gaussian dis-
tribution. In practice, however, there are many situations where
the target noise is impulsive. Under these situations, the
Gaussian assumption is not satisfied anymore. These noises are
typically man-made noises with very high impact characteristic.
For examples, intense impact sounds from punching factory and
pile driving site [2,3], and the myriad of transient and impact
noises generated by the powertrain and tire-road interaction of a
motor vehicle system. Since the FxLMS algorithm is based on the

minimization of the variance of error signal ðJ nð Þ ¼ E eðnÞ2
h i

Þ, the

conventional FxLMS algorithm tends to exhibit degraded perfor-
mance and have instability issue for these impulsive noises [4].

Several approaches have been proposed to deal with this prob-
lem as noted in the literature. All of the methods mainly fall under
two primary categories of adaptive algorithms. One is based on the
minimization of robust optimization criteria since the typical LMS
criterion may not be suitable. For instance, Leahy et al. [5] pro-
posed the filtered-x least mean p-norm (FxLMP) algorithm that is
based on the minimization of fractional lower order moment
(p-norm) of error signal ðJ nð Þ ¼ E j eðnÞjp

� �
Þ. The FxLMP algorithm

was developed by assuming that most of the impulsive noises
can be modeled as a standard symmetric a-stable ðSaSÞ model.
Here, 0 < a 6 2 is the exponential characteristic parameter deter-
mining the impulsiveness of the noise, and when a ¼ 2 it is
reduced to a normal Gaussian noise. Thanigai et al. [6] developed
the filtered-x least mean M-estimator (FxLMM) algorithm for
ANC of impulsive noise in infant incubators. The FxLMM algorithm
is reliance on minimizing the cost function J nð Þ ¼ E q eðnÞf g½ �. Here,
q eðnÞf g is the M-estimator function of the error signal, and
Hampel’s three-part M-estimator was used. Wu et al. [7] proposed
the filtered-x logarithmic error LMS (FxLogLMS) algorithm that is

developed by minimizing the cost function J nð Þ ¼ E log2 j eðnÞ j
h i

.

Very recently, Wu and Qiu [8] proposed a new M-estimator algo-
rithm called filtered-x least mean Fair M-estimator (FxLMFM) for
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impulsive noise control, which is based on the Fair M-estimator in
robust statistics theory.

The other category from the public literature is reliance on sim-
ple modifications of the conventional FxLMS algorithm by thresh-
olding the reference and/or error signal in impulsive ANC [9–15].
Sun et al. [15] first developed a simple variant of the FxLMS algo-
rithm by adding a threshold to ignore the impulsive samples in
the reference signal path (denotes Sun’s algorithm in this study).
Akhtar and Mitsuhashi [14] further enhanced the robustness of
the Sun’s algorithm by thresholding both reference and error sig-
nals and replacing the impulsive samples with threshold values.

Even though the current set of algorithms based on robust error
criteria work well for most cases, when applying these conven-
tional algorithms for a strong impact noise, the impulses in the
reference signal may still have adverse influence on the filter
weight update process. In the previous study [9], the modified
FxLMM (MFxLMM) algorithm with an additional Hampel M-
estimator three-part threshold in the reference signal path was
proposed. The enhanced performance for impulsive noise control
has been validated by extensive numerical simulations and experi-
mental studies. In this paper, several simplified modifications of
the FxLMP, FxLogLMS, FxLMM and FxLMFM algorithms are
proposed by introducing a threshold (in the form of a two-part
threshold) in the reference signal path to further enhance their
robustness for impulsive noise. The proposed algorithms can be
considered as a family of threshold based robust adaptive algo-
rithms, which generalizes most of the existing adaptive algorithms
for ANC of impulsive noise, as shown in Table 1. Extensive numeri-
cal simulations are carried out to verify the performance of these
enhanced algorithms. The impulsive noise is synthesized by fol-
lowing the symmetric a-stable model with various exponential
indices. Results demonstrate the improved robustness of the pro-
posed algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
the conventional FxLMS algorithm. Section 3 describes the deriva-
tion of these proposed algorithms, and relationship to the existing
algorithms is discussed. In Section 4, numerical simulations are
performed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms
for impulsive noise control. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. FxLMS algorithm

The block diagram of the single-channel feedforward ANC sys-
tem configured with the FxLMS algorithm is shown in Fig. 1, where
x nð Þ is the reference signal, dðnÞ is the primary noise and eðnÞ is the
error signal after superposition of the primary noise and secondary
canceling noise. The reference signal x nð Þ and error signal eðnÞ are
processed by the FxLMS algorithm to update the parameters of the
adaptive filter to generate the anti-phase secondary noise. In the

implementation of the FxLMS algorithm, it requires an accurate

model ŜðzÞ of the secondary transfer path from the control speaker
to the error microphone, which can be estimated by using offline
[1] or online system identification approach [16–20]. The residual
error signal is expressed as:

e nð Þ ¼ d nð Þ � yðnÞ ð1Þ

y nð Þ ¼ sðnÞ � wTðnÞxðnÞ
� �

ð2Þ

where n is the time index, sðnÞ represents the impulse response of
the secondary path, yðnÞ is the anti-phase secondary noise, �
denotes the linear convolution, the filter weights and reference sig-
nal vectors of the controller are:

w nð Þ ¼ w0ðnÞ w1ðnÞ � � � wL�1ðnÞ½ �T ð3aÞ

x nð Þ ¼ xðnÞ xðn� 1Þ � � � xðn� Lþ 1Þ½ �T ð3bÞ

where L is the order of the adaptive filter.
The derivation of the FxLMS algorithm is based on the mini-

mum mean square error (MMSE) criterion by assuming a mean
square cost function J nð Þ ¼ E e2 nð Þ

� �
, as shown in Ref. [21]. The filter

weight update equation is obtained:

w nþ 1ð Þ ¼ w nð Þ þ le nð Þ ŝðnÞ � x nð Þ½ � ð4Þ

where l is the convergence step-size that determines the conver-
gence and stability of the FxLMS algorithm. ŝðnÞ is the impulse

response function of ŜðzÞ. From Eq. (4), one can see that the filter
weight update equation may burst into a large value and system
may diverge when there are peaky impulses occurring in the refer-
ence and/or error signal. This tends to make the typical FxLMS algo-
rithm unstable for impulsive noise. To improve the robustness of
the conventional FxLMS algorithm for impulsive samples, a general
family of threshold based algorithms will be developed in the next

Table 1
Proposed family of threshold based robust algorithms for active impulsive noise control.

Robust estimator Cost function q eðnÞf g Threshold in the reference signal xðnÞ

No Yes

Robust space Lp j eðnÞjp=p Leahy et al. [5] Akhtar and Mitsuhashi [13]
Log log2ðj eðnÞ jÞ Wu et al. [7] This study

Huber e2ðnÞ=2
k j eðnÞ j �k=2ð Þ

�
Wu and Qiu [8] Akhtar and Mitsuhashi [12]

Fair c2 jeðnÞj
c � log 1þ jeðnÞjc

� �h i
Wu and Qiu [8] This study

Hampel e2ðnÞ=2

n j eðnÞ j �n=2ð Þ n
2 D2 þ D1ð Þ � n2

2 þ
n
2
jeðnÞj�D2ð Þ2

D1�D2

n
2 D2 þ D1ð Þ � n2

2

8><
>:

Thanigai et al. [6] This study
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Fig. 1. Feed-forward control diagram with conventional FxLMS algorithm.
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